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Introduction

The following Terms and Conditions (“T&Cs”) govern the NextTrade Giveaway competition and shall prevail in the event of

any conflict, discrepancy or otherwise inconsistency with any other communications, including, without limitation, eventual

advertising or promotional materials.

Please read these T&Cs carefully. You are under no obligation to participate nor benefit from the Campaign. Should you

have any objections, reservations, difficulty in fully understanding, or otherwise disagree with these T&Cs, whether

completely or in part, you should neither participate or benefit from the Campaign.

Information about us

Riza Financial (Pty) Ltd., trading under the brand “NextTrade” (hereinafter referred to as “the Company” or “NextTrade”) is

incorporated in the Republic of South Africa, with Company registration number 2021/910163/07 and registered address at

the registered office address of the company is Office 029 1st Floor, 101 Isaiah Ntshangase Rd, Stamford Hill, Durban,

Kwazulu Natal, 4001. The Company is regulated and authorised by the International Financial Sector Conduct Authority

(“FSCA”) in the Republic of South Africa as a Financial Service Provider (FSP No.52855 ) and is authorised to provide advice

and intermediary services on derivative instruments.

The Company is a financial intermediary for CFD and FX Contracts. The Company owns and operates websites, trading

platforms and brand names as indicated in its website www.nexttrade.com . The Company operates through this website

which allows online trading.

The Company reserves the right to offer various Bonus Programs and Competitions to its Clients from time to time. These

Bonus Programs and Competitions may be limited to only certain jurisdictions or countries, specific account types, or based

on other criteria. Thus, you should always refer to this document, which stipulates the general terms and conditions

applicable to all Programs and Competitions offered by the Company, as well as the special conditions and characteristics of

certain Programs and Competitions.

General

These Terms and Conditions apply to Riza Financial (Pty) Ltd. ("the Company") and its clients or prospective clients (legal

entities or individuals) who want to participate in the Giveaway Competition (hereinafter “the Competition ”).

Before you apply and register for the Competition, you should read these Terms and Conditions and be sure that you agree

with them. These Terms and Conditions may be amended in the same way as the Company’s Client Agreement, found at

www.nexttrade.com.

The Company reserves the right to determine the list of countries participating in the Competition. It follows that this

Competition is only available to the territory of the Republic of South Africa.

The decision whether to award the Prize of the Competition to a Client is at the Company’s sole discretion.

The present document should be read in conjunction with our General Terms and Conditions, Privacy Policy and Risk

Disclosure. It follows that clients who are eligible for this competition have accepted these legal documents during the

opening of their account with NextTrade.

Eligibility requirements and criteria

A Client may be eligible to participate in the Competition if:
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a. Is over 18 years of age

b. Is a South African resident

c. Follow NextTrade on Instagram at https://www.instagram.com/nexttrade_za/?hl=en-gb;

d. Like the Instagram post which promotes the present giveaway competition and tag a friend.

e. Open and verify an Account at https://my.nexttrade.com/signup and deposit $10 US minimum

f. Has agreed to be bound by these terms and conditions.

g. The client consents to sharing a photo on NextTrade’s Instagram account for promotional purposes, showing that the

Client is one of the competition’s winners.

Duration of the Competition

The present Competition will be launched on Thursday, 11 April 2024, and will be valid for four weeks. The winners will be

announced mid-May 2024.

Winners and Prizes

The competition will designate six winners at random. The prizes of the competition are as follows:

a. Apple MacBook Pro 14”
b. R20,000 cash in your NextTrade account.
c.  R2500 funded NextTrade account + 1 x one on one mentorship call
d. R2500 funded NextTrade account
e. One month of one-on-one mentorship with Jaime Hu, 1-hour call weekly.
f.  Weekend in Cape Town (travel + accommodation) worth roughly R40K

The Winners of the Competition will be announced through NextTrade’s Instagram in mid-May.

The Winners will be contacted by NextTrade on their Instagram Account to certify that the Participant is the Winner of the

Competition, and further instructions on the delivery of the respective prizes. NextTrade will explain to the Winner that

their details will be shared on their Instagram Account showing that they have won the Competition. The appointment of

the winner according to the foregoing shall be final, and no correspondence will be accepted or otherwise entered into;The

Prizes are non-negotiable and non-refundable.

Under no circumstance shall NextTrade be deemed responsible for or liable for any eventual setbacks, delays or otherwise

errors in connection with the delivery of the Prizes.

Without prejudice to the foregoing, once the Prize has been either delivered to or collected by the winner, as the case may

be, NextTrade may not be deemed responsible or liable therefrom for any errors, loss of or damages to the Prize, whether

in whole or in part, arising from or otherwise in connection with the handling of the delivery method, whether in error or

negligence.

Event of Default

An event of default shall take place when, for any of the reasons listed hereinbelow, NextTrade deems any participant to be

disqualified from the Campaign:

a. The participant/ client is found to be using fraudulent methods to artificially manipulate, or otherwise

unwarrantedly increase, their chances of winning, e.g., the creation of single or multiple fake accounts, whether

correlated in any manner or not, for the unwarranted use in connection with the Campaign;

b. In the event of the participant’s failure to maintain a professional and ethical relationship with NextTrade (e.g.,

undertaking actions such as misrepresenting the NextTrade brand, unauthorised use of NextTrade’s copyrighted
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or proprietary content, or actions which may be reasonably expected to result or lead to damages to relationships

with other Participants, Owen.com’s business partners, or affiliates;

c. If the Participant is found to be, or reasonably expected to become, involved in any lawsuit, litigation or

administrative procedures or otherwise undergo any sort of investigation that may bring or pose a reasonable risk

of bringing NextTrade into disrepute;

The Company reserves the right to disqualify any winner eventually found to have been in breach of these Terms and

Conditions.

Severability

If any part of these Terms and Conditions should be held by any Court of competent jurisdiction and regarded as

unenforceable or illegal or in contravention to any rule, regulation or Law of any Market or Regulator, that part shall be

deemed to have been excluded from these Terms and Conditions from the beginning, and these Terms and Conditions shall

be interpreted and enforced as though the provision had never been included. The legality and enforceability of the

remaining provisions of these Terms and Conditions, or the legality, validity and enforceability of this provision relative to

the law and/or regulations of any other jurisdiction, shall not be affected.

All disputes and controversies arising out of or in connection with these Terms and Conditions shall be finally settled in the

same jurisdiction as per the Client Agreement (Terms and Conditions).

These Terms and Conditions are governed by the Laws of the same jurisdiction as per the Client Agreement.

Complaints

For any complaints you have, you can follow the Company’s Complaints Resolution Procedure, which is found on the

Company’s website.

Personal Data

All Personal Data of the Participant is protected by NextTrade, in accordance with General Data Protection Regulation (EU)

2016/679 (“GDPR”) and applicable national laws and regulations of South Africa.

NextTrade will take all the necessary measures to protect the personal data of the participants including, without limitation,

seeking and obtaining appropriate consents, implementing appropriate technical and organisational measures, and

ensuring that all data processing activities are lawful, fair, and transparent.

Risk Warning and Disclaimer

NextTrade is not responsible and cannot be held liable for any failure of reception by any Client of the announcement that

they have won an award in the competition. To participate in the Campaign and be considered eligible winners, the

participants are required to provide their personal details including, without limitation, name and surname, home and

email address.

Engaging in contracts for difference (CFD) and other leveraged financial instruments inherently entails substantial risk,

including the potential for the total loss of your invested capital. It is imperative that clients comprehend the inherent risk

and consider their investment goals, trading experience, and financial capability before commencing trade. Please ensure

that you have thoroughly understood the risks involved and seek independent advice if needed, ensuring your actions are

always aligned with your investment understanding and tolerance of risk. Please read and ensure you fully understand the

Risk Disclosure.



This Competition is not sponsored or endorsed by Instagram and its operator Meta Platforms, Inc.

The Company does not provide its services for the residents of certain countries, such as the United States of America,

United Kingdom, Canada, Japan, the Islamic Republic of Iran, Russia and the European Union Member States.

These Terms and Conditions are made in English. Any other language translation is provided as a convenience only. In the

case of any inconsistency or discrepancy between the original English text and its translation into any other language, as

the case may be, the original version shall prevail.

Communication and provision of information

Should you have any questions regarding this giveaway, kindly address them to NextTrade at support@nexttrade.com
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